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The colective acceleration mechanism of protons and nuclei In solar flares, which lies

In the fact that nuclei are trapped by electron bunches moving along the opened linaa of

force of the decreasing magnetic field of spots,Is discussed.The proposed mechanise explains

In a natural way the electron and nucleus energy ratio observed during flarea.Electron accele

ration in the current layers up to energies of the order of a MeV Is discussed as a mechsnlsa

, of electron pulsed injection. The collective acceleration mechanism can be realized at a com-

paratively email density of the accelerated electron» n *10
г
*10

4
 cm* .
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Обсуждается механизм коллективного ускоренна протонов и ядер в солнечных вспышках, состоящий
в том, что ядра захватываются электронными сгустками, движущимися вдоль отхрытых силовых линий
спадающего магнитного поля солнечных пятен. Предложенный механизм естественным образом объясняет
соотношение можду энергиям! электронов и ядер, наблюдаемое при вспышках. В качестве механизма
импульсной кнжекаии электронов обсуждается ускорение ах ь токовых слоях до энергии порядка М а й .
Механизм коллективисте ускорения может осуществляться при сравнительно низкой плотности ускоряемых
электронов п е » 102 *щ4 С м .



X Intence solar flares are known to be accompanied by emission

of fast protons whose energy reaches sometimes even some GeV.To

elucidate this phenomenon з few mechanisms have been offered: pro-

ton acceleration by electric field occur!ng when a current layer

I is disrupted (S.I.Syrovatsky ); the mechanism of stochastic acce-

leration with particle scattering on plasma waves of turbulent plas-

/2/

ma (which is similar to the one offered by E.Fermi); accelera-
/4 5/

j tion by shock wav^s, etc. (see refs. ' ).

The present note puts forward a hypothesis that solar protons

are accelerated up to a few GeV by means of the collective accelera-

tion mechanism resembling the one proposed by V.I.Weksler and V.P.Sa-

rantsev for the first stage of accelerators of "smokotron" type. In

the aforementioned accelerators a ring of relativistic electrons is

• produced in the longitudinal magnetic field. The ring is firstly

bracketed by magnetic mirrors. Gas streaming into the ring ionizes

: and the produced ions are held there by electron space charge, if a

\- magnetic field mirror is switched off afterwards,the ring is pushed



into the region of a less magnetic field dragging the ions. In

this case, due to conservation of the adiabatic invariant p,/H -

= const, the electron transverse momentum p
A
 reduces, and the

2 2

field-directed one, р„ (p, + p
H
 » const} increases. Thus, ions car-

ried away by the electron ring gain velocity v,, and, consequently,
M

the total energy E - — «
e
 (where M is the Ion mass, e

#
 is the

У . 2 2
m^ + p

A
/c is their transverse

mass. Hence, the ion acceleration is induced by the electron bunch

electric field, whose V
u
 increases due to the magnetic field gra-

dient (with the total energy e
 e
being constant).

The magnetic field configuration observed during solar flares

favours the realization of the nucleus collective acceleration mode

under consideration. Intense solar flares occur in active solar

regions characterized by the presence of a few sunspots with oppo-

site polarities. In this case the magnetic lines of force have

both arch (among spots of opposite polarities) and "opened" struc-

tures carried away by solar wind into the cosmic space (see the

Figure). The solar spots, with their magnetic field intensity reach-

ing 4000 Gauss, are magnetic mirrors. Therefore fast electrons in

the magnetic arch region are enclosed into a trap like that of brin-

ging about earth radiation belts. If fast electrons reach the opened

lines of forces as a result of a drift or soae other mechanism,they

should gain the velocity v,, along the lines of force under the action



of the magnetic field gradient. It may well happen that electron

acceleration up to the energies of about tens of Kev-lleV, orthogo-

nal to the magnetic field direction may take place even near the

opened lines of force. In either case, if the electron density

is sufficiently high,they can drag away ions, thus accelerating

nuclei according to the "smokotron" principle*).

ION AND ELECTRON ENERGY RATIO

If electrons were first accelerated in the magnetic field H
o

in such a way that they had only the transverse component of the ve-

locity v
x0
 (v,,

0
 - 0), then during their motion along the magnetic

lines of force (to the field value H < H
o
) they, in accordance with

the adiabatic invariant P
x

2
/H and total energy e

e
 conservation,

will have the velocities

о о

Correspondingly, the total energy of the ion with the mass M , trap-

ped from its state of rest by the electron bunch into the collective

acceleration mode,will make up

*'Tbe existence of electron fluxes accelerated during a solar flare up to the

energy of a few HeV la confirmed by tbe whole amount of tbe observed data and direct

meaaurementa. Thua, radloburats of type U and V are related to tbe electron notion

aloar tb» magnetic field arch structure,whilst ones of type IIKfrttquently followed by

those of type V) are due to this notion along tbe opened llnea of force. Fast elect-

rons penetrating along tbe magnetic arch* down Into denser layera of chromosphere

cauae flaraa of bard (bremastrahlung) roentgen radiation on (А.КогсЬак^
6
Л as well as

ultraviolet radiation and ealsslon In the line H
a
. Is recent years the existence of

electron flux with the energy of greater than 40 I«V enhanced into the lnterplanet

apace after molar flares has been proved by direct measurements ~M».



B-S:1-II + ¥.t<^)'-111*-
According to (2), the ion energy is greatly determined by the ratio

u
5- -ii of the value of the final field H (up to which the collec-

Ho
tive acceleration mechanism is realized) to the initial value of

the field Ho. For nonrelativistic electrons the Ion and electron

kinetic energies,T and T e are proportional:

In another extreme case of ultrarelativistic electrons with the con-

dition S(- ) » 1 the ion kinetic energy tends to its limit

m e 2

T*MC2(-L--1). (4)

The dependence of proton kinetic energy on that of electron is il-

lustrated in the Table.

In this way, if the collective acceleration mode is realized,

then at the electron energy within the range of tens and hundreds

of KeV, the proton energy proves to be found within the range of a

few tens and hundreds of MeV. This perfectly agrees with the obser-

ved data.

In view of this a comparison of electron and proton spectra

at solar flares merits an interest. According to (3), one should

expect the energy spectra for electrons of the energy of a few KeV

and protons with that of a few tens-hundreds of MeV to be approxima-



tely similar. The spectrum of accelerated electrons may be esti-

mated,, for example, from that of bremsstrahlung roentgen rays. Du-

ring flares hard roentgen radiation has an approximately power

-4>
spectrum F(E)dE ~ E dE , where <f> = 2.5-4.5 for E >15 KeV and

«£-4.0*5.5 for E>70-100 KeV*' • T h e P° w e r o f t h e spectral roent-

gen distribution is related to that of the electron power spectrum

F(T )dT~T~ydT /6/- According to calculations712, Ф =

= у - 1.5 (or even Ф<у -1.5 ) *'. Thus, the power у of the

electron spectrum is equal to 4f6 for the electrons withT
e
>15 KeV

or у = 5.5J7 for those with 70-100 KeV. On the other hand, the spec-

trum power of protons following directly from the Sun with the ener-

gy greater than 200-400 MeV makes up у = 5*6 • Therefore one may

arrive at a conclusion that within the limits of this comparatively

small accuracy the observed spectra of fast electrons and protons

do not contradict the approximate scaling law ensueing from (3).

The acceleration mechanism under consideration may be directly

related to the problem of the existence of continuous proton flux

with the energies of 0.5-5 MeV. These protons have an exponential

distribution in kinetic energy F(T )dT~exp(-T /e*)6j with s*~ 2 MeV

and their flux varies noticeably. Their propagation along the opened

lines of forces,which are a continuation of the helmetlike corona

*}The data have been borrowed fro» the bool/'*'' (p. 119).
** ) S ee / 4 ' (p. 125).

(p. 133).



structures(under which protuberances and weak flares frequently take

place),is essentially important.The hypothesis that continuous pro-

tons are produced during multiple slight fleree then accumulated in

traps and further gradually leaving them has been offered by Gre-

gory 1 . Then existing difficulty lyed in the fact that only

electrons are usually accelerated in slight flares. The use of the

collective acceleration mechanism apparently removes this difficulty.

The more so, if one believes electron acceleration to take place j
i

up to the energies of the order of (2-3) KeV in the mean (this so- '

mewhat exceeds the average corona temperature), then, according

to (5), the protons are furtherly to be accelerated up to the ener-

gies of the order of 2 UeV (at 8= 1/2).

COLLECTIVE ACCELERATION CONDITION

To realize the ion collective acceleration the electron bunch

electrostatic force acting upon the ion with the charge Z* and

the mass M should be sufficient to impact it acceleration equal

to that of the bunch along the magnetic lines of force (v,,)



Let us consider for the sake of estimation a cylinder of electrons

with the density n e , radius R and length I , which is directed

along the magnetic field. In the neighbourhood of the cylinder base

the electric field Intensity is e «2fr»a Re (if R < £ ) and e -

-2n0elf (if R"> i). The condition for the collective acceleration

will be as follows

2 2»me.
2Z*R (R<H, (6)

A.MJUL<{
2H dz 2*nee

2Z*« ( R > H - (6')

Let us assume the cylinder transverse expansion to be stabilized by

the magnetic field.

2*nee
2R <£_vAH (7)

is a condition for that. For consistency of (6) and (7), it is re-

quired that

i-L^if-Z*- (8,
c H 1 dl Me 2

Condition (8) will be wittingly satisfied for protons, providing

-!_ ifL < 2e = 6,4-10~7 gauss-l.cm"1. (9)
H 2 «1' И c^

p

Under the conditions of an active region on the Sun the left-hand

part of inequality (9) is far less than the right-hand one. Indeed,

i f with K«102 gauss one puts d"H/dz~O.l gauss/km = 10~6 gauss/cm and

1 dH
takes into account that the value of —.-__ reduces for the field

H dz



decreasing with the distance according to the power law, one may

make sure that condition(9)holds up to the fields H ̂ 1.5 -10~
2
gauss.

Assuming that at the initial moment \
o
~c, one can derive

from conditions (6), (7) the inequalities

< R
O
< U , <

10
>

(
f

o
<R

o
), no

1
)

n
e
°R

o
 < 3,3-10* H

o
, (13)

(where A is the mass number of the accelerated nucleus).

Inequalities (10), (11) make provision for ions to be captured

into the collective acceleration mode. However,this mode should be

realized within some time sufficient for the electron bunch to

move from the region of the initial value H
o
 of the field into

the region H « H so that the ion energy could reach a somewhat large

*)

magnitude . During such a motion the electron density reduces due

to the bunch expansion in both transverse and longitudinal direc-

tions. The expansion of the bunch stabilized by the magnetic field

in the transverse direction may easyly be taken into account. The

flux conservation suggests that the bunch radius will increase

according to the law

R
2
H - R

2
H • (12)

О О

As to the bunch longitudinal expansion it is determined by a number

of factors, such as the velocity spread of electrons, electrostatic

*)
As is seen from the Table, sufficiently high energies of protons (hundreds of

HeV) are obtained In case «hen the parameter Is a bit less than unity, for exuple,

a = 1/3.

10



repulsion, beam and solar plasme interaction. The processes taking

place in this case are insufficiently studied yet. While the expe-

rimental data on radioflashes of type Til apparently testify to

the fact that these c-5cur due to the motion of electron br-ams sta-

bilized in height*',the causes of this stabilization have not been

clarified yet in the ci.oory * . In this situation it is most expe-

/10/
dient to make use of the experimental data of Lin et al. on

simultaneous measuments of the electron beam parameters and a radio-

burst of type III generated by electrons. In accordance with these

data the beam divergence corresponds to that of obtained due to

the spread in electron velocities. Just this one fact will be con-

sidered in further estimations.

Let the mechanism of collective acceleration operate during

the electron bunch motion from the region with the initial value

of the field H
o
into the region of thp field value H « H

Q
 . The dis-

tance (L) required for that can be estimated as L-(H-H)/%(h+h
o
)

A H

where h and h are the gradients of the magnetic field h « .

dz

Since h <Hho/H0 (which i s valid for the power decrease of the field)

and 8- H/Ho « 1
L<;2H (1 -S)/h . (13)

T' О О

'This is testified, In particular, by the existence of radioburst band aovlng
Into the long wave region with the Г > aotlon In the corona (I u grateful to
B.A.Tveiakoi for this remark).

'Hodulation instability, which should result In a large bee» focusing and re-

duction of the spread of Its velocities could be a sjoet probable stabilization aecba-

nlsa (see'
4
', page 197).

11



о о

If electrons start with the initial velocity v
z
 (v

/r
 = 0) and accele-

ration (5), the length of the electron cylinder by the instant of

time they reach the region of the magnetic field H becomes

w. ere ^(^o)
 вп<
* "̂̂ e

 a r e
 *

n e
 dispersions of the electron initial ve-

locity and kinetic energydt is assumed that I » i
o
 ). With regard

for (12) the electron density in the bunch is getting to be equal to ]

"
 f
oR

o
 > -7-2 i-ZT

1
 ) (16)

(b < h
o
s is taken into account). Since the value of S (1-g) takes

the maximum vrl es — — = 0.385 (at В = 1/3) .the condition for

acceleration up to any value of 8 is of the form:

12

i

n - n° f H / H .
e ( о о •

Further estimations are dependent on the beam geometry and its

changes during the acceleration process,Let us consider three options: [

! I
i) the height of the electron cylinder is greater than its radius du- '

ring the whole acceleration process, i.e. R
o
<^,/ R < 2 ; ii) it is

less than the radius (again during the whole acceleration process)

Ro>£o; R > I ; H i ) Ro>
£o at the initial moment and by the end

of acceleration R<£ (due to strong longitudinal divergence of the

beam) .

i) Putting (15) into condition (6) and using (13), (14) we

obtain



(17)

In this case the value of R
o
 is limited by condition (ii). As an

2 л

example, putting H
Q
«10 gauss, h

o
««l0~ gauss/cm, ST/T^o.l and § =

= 1/6 we obtain the following values of the

I = 2*10 cm, R
Q
<t8 = 0.8«10

7
 cm. In this

8
= 1/6 we obtain the following values of the magnitudes L = 2 '10 cm,

case

5 1 О # < Х < 3 , 3 1 О , b 2 0 o ,

The obtained Inequalities may be satisfied at rather small values

of the density of the accelerated electrons. If one puts R
o
=10

 c m
,

4 о
the values of the density may lie within the limits 3>10 > n > 5.

e

The number of electrons in one bunch in this case will not exceed

(lO^f 10 ) • Since the total number of electrons generating radio-

31 чч
bursts of type III is of the order of ( Ю flO ), this signifies

that there should be a fairly great number of accelerated bunches,

which are to be found in the area (10
l9
-fl0

20
) cm

2
.

ii). In case of R > £ and R >lo condition (б') holds withoutо ° о

saying providing initial condition (10') Is satisfied. For the same

values of the parameters as in (i) (i.e., H
o
* 10

2
 gauss,h,f10 gauss/cm"

1

S = 1/6) we have

R
o
>0.8-10

7
cm ; 107>eo>l,2'10

3-£-, n°<4»103c»"f

At Ro = 20 cm and to = 10 cm the number of electrons in the bunch
24

is of the order of 10 .

ill). If Ro >lo and R o< S I , the combinetion of conditions

(io'), (11) and (7) with the parameters chosen from (1) and (il)

yields

13



0,8-107
 > R O > * O > 1 , 2 . 1 0 3 - 4 L ,

3/3 *10 о 5 40 A

Т Г > П в > ТГ ~£ '
Thus, in all the considered cases the collective acceleration me-

chanism may be realized at a rather small density of fast electrons:

п
е
/«10 cm~^. It is noteablethat just these densities are required

to reach modulation instability which can stabilize the electron

beam, when it passes through the solar corona*'.

THE ELECTRON INJECTION MODE

To realize the above described collective acceleration mecha-

nism of ions there is a need for the existence of pulsed acceleration

of electrons, when the electron velocities would be basically ortho-

gonal to the magnetic field direction. Electron acceleration during

disruption of current layers separating the regions of opposite di-

rections of the magnetic field would suit as such a mechanism. In

/15-17/
many papers (in particular, in papers of S.I.Syrovatsky)this

particle acceleration with the proper configuration of the magnetic

field is considered to be a most probable mechanism of a solar flare.

It should be stressed that electron acceleration at least up to a

few tenshundreds of KeV in flares and up to a few KeV in "continuous"

proton flux is sufficient to realize the collective acceleration me-

*>See

/ 4 /, p. 1 9 S .

14



chanism. Besides, it is suffice that electron acceleration should

7
take place in a comparatively small region («10 cm) and the con~

2 4 r,
centration of the accelerated electrons should make up 10 £io cm

Therefore with high energy of the magnetic field accumulated in the

active region and its complex structure the required number of the

accelerated electrons could be in principle provided by a series

of a comparatively slight flares induced by the occurrence of the

Initial intense flare. There is another , important for the mecha-

nism under consideration, advantage inherent in electron accelera-

tion in thin current layers: the electrons should be accele-

rated there approximately to the same energy (this means that the

velocity spread resulting in the beam divergence will be small).

The question of the current layer position in the active region is

essentially Important. If the current layers adjoined directly the

opened strength lines of the magnetic field escaping into the in-

terplanetary space, this would be the most favourable situation for

the collective acceleration mechanism. One should not exclude

another possibility when the accelerated electrons accumulate in

the traps of the "arch" type and then are transferred to the open

structures. Yet, the question of the mechanism of such a transfer

arises herein. Really, the most natural mechanism, i.e. the elect-

m
# * x

2

ron drift with the velocity v, - С — — — _ (where p is the curvature

2«PH
radius of the strength lines) can transfer electrons to the opened

15



strength lines only within a long period of time (at e а 1 MeV,

9 4

p ~10 cm and H ~10 and the drift velocity *
d
~10 cm/sec, i.e.the

5
transfer time is about 10 sec whilst the proton flash duration is

3
about 10 sec). Therefore the drift mechanism can be significant

only for "continuous" proton flux. But in case of intense proton

flashes some other mechanism ol electron transfer is needed, for

example, shock waves. (In this connection radiobursts of type II

may be of interest).

C O N C L U S I O N

r

I The proposed mechanism of ion collective acceleration has a

number of attractive features:

I. The experimentally observed electron and proton energy

ratio in intense (proton) flares is explained in a natural way.

II. There arises a possibility to give quite a natural expla-

nation of the existence of "continues" proton flux with the energy

0.5-5 MeV.

III. There is no need in preacceleration (injection) to acce-

lerate protons and heavier nuclei,

IV. There exists a necessary mechanism of pulsed Injection of

fast electrons (by their acceleration in the current layers).

Observation of height-stabilized fluxes ot fast electrons pro-

pagating along the opened uagnetic structures and causing radio-

16



bursts of type III Is an Important experimental argument favouring

possibilities to realize the collective acceleration mechanism.The

performed estimations show that the electron density required for

ion collective acceleration can be sufficiently smalln*10z-10 cm

(so, modulation instability can affect electron beam stabilization).

The estimations of the conditions for collective acceleration

realization made in the present note are, of course, of preliminary

and illustrative nature and required to be furtherly specified more

precisely. In particular, It is necessary to consider ion motion dy-

namics in an electron bunch and to tuke into account the effective

slowing down of a bunch dragging heavy particles. The latter point

is rather important to estimate a possible ratio of the number of

fast electrons and ions ".Phenomena pertaining to the passage of an

electron beam through solar plasma are left insufficiently studied

at the moment. Therefore it seems important to experimentally test

some characteristic consequences of the collective acceleration me-

chanism. Similarly of spectra of various high energy nuclei (the

energy- per one nucleon should be the same for various nuclei) is one

of such consequences. Therefore comparison of spectra for various

isotopes merits consideration.

Considerations associated with the energy conservation law sanest that the
nuriber of fast Ions should be by tbree orders of aagaltude less than that of electrons
(ealsslon of the remaining Ions, »hlch is necessary to restore plssaa neutrality in, the
flare,say ocour at low energies).



Fast particles should be ejected In the direction of the

opened structure (I.e. near the boundaries of sectors of homoge-

neous magnetic field), the time instant for appearing of high ener-

gy protons and nuclei should be somewhat delayed as compared to

that of for occurring of fast electrons. In this respect the measu-

rement of nucleus spectrum at various instants of solar flares

seems to be benefitious.

One could attempt to apply the collective acceleration mecha-

nism to explain observation of the increased contamination of some |

з !

rare isotopes (for exomple, He ) during solar flares. This could be i

realized, for instance, if the collective acceleration condition <

(10) held for light isotope only.

If the collective acceleration mechanism is definitely reali-

zed on the Sun, it has still a greater importance for the flare

stars (where the energy of flares is by far greater than that of on

the Sun). Therefore the flare stars could be an intense source of

cosmic rays as well as of high-energy y-quants.

The idea of the collective acceleration method of solar cosmic

rays was qualitatively suggested by the author as far back as 1974

when discussing the talk of A.E.Chudakov at the neutrino station

(Boksan). Irrespective of this fact the present paper would never

appear, but for interest of S.N.Vernov and his favourable attitude

to the idea, which stimulated the author to make simple estimations.

18
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portance. The author is sincerely grateful to S.N.Vernov, D.A.Var-
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L
The proton kinetic energy Tp (in HeV) depending upon the electron kinetic energy

Te (in KeV) and the parameter 5- H/Ho

Table

1/10

1/6

1/3

1/2

2 / 3

5 /6

9/10

10

17

15

12

9

6

3

1.8

20

33

30

24

18

12

6

3.5

50

82

75

58

43
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